Russell House
A Safe Place for Victims of Domestic and Sexual Violence

“We get by with a little help from our friends”

On MLK Day, 16 student & staff volunteers from Missouri
S&T spent their day volunteering at Russell House. This is
an annual event that MS&T holds, with volunteers
donating their time at

Miner Challenge

7 students from MS&T’s Miner
Challenge recently held a field day for
all of the children at the shelter!

We are thankful for our community support!

Talking to your kids about Sexual Assault
Courtesy of rain.org
It can be stressful to plan a big safety talk about sexual assault with your kid. The good news is, you don’t have to.
Conversations about sexual assault can be a part of the safety conversations you’re already having, like knowing
when to speak up, how to take care of friends, and listening to your gut. The key is to start these conversations when
your kids are young, and have these conversations often.
Start conversations about safety when your kids are young
Teach young children the language they need to talk about their bodies and information about boundaries to help
them understand what is allowed and what is inappropriate. These lessons help them know when something isn’t
right and give them the power to speak up.



Teach children the names of their body parts.
When children have the words to describe their body parts, they
may find it easier to ask questions and express concerns about
those body parts.



Some parts of the body are private.
Let children know that other people shouldn’t touch or look at
them. If a healthcare professional has to examine these parts of the
body, be present.



It’s OK to say “no.”
It’s important to let children know they are allowed to say “no” to touches that make them uncomfortable. This
message isn’t obvious to children, who are often taught to be obedient and follow the rules. Support your child
if they say no, even if it puts you in an uncomfortable position. For example, if your child doesn't want to hug
someone at a family gathering, respect their decision to say “no” to this contact.



Talk about secrets.
Perpetrators will often use secret-keeping to manipulate children. Let children know they can always talk to you,
especially if they’ve been told to keep a secret. If they see someone touching another child, they shouldn’t keep this
secret, either. Learn more about protecting a child from sexual assault.



Reassure them that they won’t get in trouble.
Young children often fear getting in trouble or upsetting their parents by asking questions or talking about their
experiences. Be a safe place for your child to share information about things that they have questions about or that
make them uncomfortable. Remind them they won’t be punished for sharing this information with you.



Show them what it looks like to do the right thing.
It could be as simple as helping an elderly person get off a bus or picking up change that someone has dropped on
the ground. When you model helping behavior it signals to your child that this is a normal, positive way to behave.



When they come to you, make time for them.
If your kid comes to you with something they feel is important, take the time to listen. Give them your undivided
attention, and let them know you take their concerns seriously. They may be more likely to come to you in the future
if they know their voice will be heard.

Continue to engage teens in safety conversations
It’s important to create a dialogue about topics like safety and sexual assault with your teen. Consider these
conversation starters to engage them in conversation.



Use the media to make it relevant.
Ask your teen’s opinion on something happening on social media, in the news, in a new movie, or on a popular
TV show. You could even watch an episode with them and ask follow up questions. Asking their opinion shows
them that you value their point of view and opens up the door for more conversation.



Use your own experience to tell a safety story.

Sharing your own experiences can make these conversations relevant and feel more real to teens. If you don’t
have an experience you feel comfortable sharing, you can tell a story about someone you know.



Talk about caring for their friends — not just about their own behavior.
Talking about how to be a good friend can be a powerful way of expressing to your teen that you trust them to
do the right thing without sounding like you’re targeting their personal behavior. It also gives you the chance
to communicate safety practices they may not otherwise be receptive to.



Talk about sexual assault directly.
For some teens, safety issues like sexual assault aren’t on the radar. On the other hand, they may have
misconceptions about sexual assault they’ve picked up from peers or the media. Bring up statistics that relate to
them, such as the fact that 44% of victims are under the age of 18. Explain that no one “looks like a rapist,” and that
4/5 of assaults are committed by someone known to the victim.

Join us on April 5th by wearing teal to
bring awareness for Sexual Assault
Awareness Month! Tag us in your
pictures on Facebook, or email them to
rturntine@pcfcs.org.

Check out our new website

www.pcfcs.org
For our current needs lists, ways
to donate, information about our
shelter & resources, volunteer
pictures, upcoming events, and
helpful links & information!

April is

The past few month have been a time a joy and generosity at Russell House. Our small community always finds
ways to give and support our shelter, and each time Russell House staff is amazed at the outpouring of support we
receive. We would like to thank Mechanical Contractors Association, DaVita Dialysis Clinic of Rolla, the St. James
Ladies VFW Auxiliary, at Rob & Kricket’s Tater Patch for their recent donations. These contributions allow our staff
to continue on our mission to end domestic and sexual assault.

One in three adolescents in the U.S.
is a victim of physical, sexual,
emotional or verbal abuse from a
dating partner, a figure that far exceeds rates of other types of youth
violence.

Violent relationships in

adoles-

cence can have serious ramifications by putting the victims at
higher risk for
abuse, eating
sexual

substance
disorders, risky

behavior and further

One in three (36%) dating college
students has given a dating

partner

their computer, email or social network passwords and these students
are more likely to experience digital
dating abuse.

domestic violence.

source: www.loveisrespect.org

Talking about….. Teen Dating Violence Awareness
On February 9th, Russell House staff
dressed in Orange in recognition of
Teen Dating Violence Awareness
Month. According to loveisrespect.org,
“nearly 1.5 million high school
students nationwide experience
physical abuse from a dating partner
each year”.

What Are My Boundaries?

Courtesy of loveisrespect.org

When you think of a boundary, what comes to mind? You might think of something like a property line or the defining lines of a shape. Boundaries show where one thing ends and another begins. Boundaries in a relationship are kind of like this; they help each person figure out where
one person ends and the other begins. In short, boundaries help you define what you are comfortable with and how you would like to be
treated by others. They apply to any kind of relationship you have – whether with a friend, family member, partner or anyone else in your life.

What Are My Boundaries?

Even though we talk about them in relation to other people, in some ways boundaries are really about your relationship with yourself; they
help you honor your needs, goals, feelings and values. Boundaries can be emotional, physical or even digital. Some examples of personal
boundaries might be:
I’m cool with following each other on social media, but not with sharing passwords
I’m comfortable kissing and holding hands, but not in public
I’m okay with regularly texting, but I don’t want to text multiple times in an hour
I want to spend time with my friends/family on weekends
I need quiet time to myself every day
I’m comfortable with some touching, but I’m not ready to have sex
It can be helpful to think through your own boundaries, no matter what your relationship status is. Start by paying attention to how you feel
about and react to situations around you, whether in real life or in shows or movies you watch. What makes you feel uncomfortable? What’s
important to you? What do you want to keep private? Is there any type of behavior or trait that would not fly with you, ever (sometimes
called a “dealbreaker”)? It might be helpful to write down some of your thoughts.
Communicating Boundaries
How can you and your partner know each other’s boundaries? By talking about them! Communication is really key in a healthy relationship,
and boundaries are an important part of an ongoing conversation between you and your partner. Talking about boundaries can happen whenever, wherever! If your partner does something that you like or don’t like, let them know. A simple, “Hey, I really like it when you…” or “I’m
not comfortable when we…” lets them know what’s up. In a healthy relationship, partners respect each other’s boundaries once they’ve been
communicated. And if you’re ever not clear on your partner’s boundaries, just ask! Questions like “Is this okay?” or “Are you cool with this?”
can help jumpstart the conversation. Just remember: if you don’t want to talk about your boundaries with your partner because you’re afraid
they’ll react with anger or violence, that’s a warning sign that your relationship might be unhealthy or abusive.
Healthy Vs. Unhealthy Boundaries
How do you know if a boundary is healthy…or not? It’s important to recognize that healthy boundaries help to protect and respect you; an
unhealthy boundary seeks to control or harm someone else. A healthy boundary would be: “I need space to hang out with my friends and do
things I enjoy on my own.” But if your partner says, “I need you to stop talking to other guys/girls because you might cheat/I get jealous,”
that’s not a healthy boundary; it’s a warning sign that your partner may have some trust issues and is trying to control who you hang out
with. Here are some more great examples of healthy/unhealthy boundaries!
Can Boundaries Change?
Can your boundaries change over time? Yes! It’s normal for boundaries to shift as we gain more life experience or get more comfortable in
our relationships. We might not be okay with something at the beginning of a relationship, but we might be totally cool with it a few months
down the line. On the other hand, we might realize something crosses a boundary for us after experiencing it for the first time. Every person
has the right to change their mind about what their boundaries are at any time. What’s important is that you’re communicating any boundary
changes to your partner and you’re making changes because YOU want to, not because you’re being pressured, forced or manipulated into
making them.

Looking for somewhere to donate your old furniture?
Call Russell House!

When our residents find a place of their own to live, they typically are starting out with nothing. With your donation, the
families who leave our shelter will have furniture for their new homes. We are able to pick up donations within the Rolla
area. For more information or to donate, contact Randi at (573)364-0579 or by emailing rturntine@pcfcs.org.
Examples of furniture we are in need of: couches, bed frames, tables and chairs, dresser drawers, night stands, etc.

Are you interested in volunteering to help victims of domestic and sexual assault? Stop by and find out how!

Russell House
Volunteer Information Night

at the Coffee Mine
When: Monday, March 28th

Time: Drop in any time between
4:30pm—6:30pm
Where: The Coffee Mine
1375 E 10th St
Rolla, MO 65401
The reasons for volunteering with Russell House are as unique and diverse as our volunteers themselves. Many people choose to volunteer with Russell
House because our volunteer program is self-rewarding and flexible. Whether you choose to work directly with victims of domestic violence and sexual assault, or want to contribute to the organization’s mission in a more indirect way, you will make a difference in the lives of others.
Russell House offers a wide variety of services and programs. Our volunteers help make it possible to provide these services. Russell House volunteers can
work directly with victims of domestic violence and sexual assault and their children. Volunteers who wish to help in a more indirect way may wish to assist
with donations management, shelter maintenance, or other areas of interest.
Volunteer opportunities include shelter relief, childcare, transportation, maintenance, & helping with donations.

We are here to listen…
Not to work miracles.
We are here to help a woman discover what she is feeling…
Not to make her feelings go away.
We are here to help a woman identify her options…
Not to decide for her what she should do.
We are here to discuss steps with a woman…
Not to take steps for her.
We are here to help a woman discover her own
strength…
Not to rescue her and leave her still vulnerable.
We are here to help a woman discover she can help
herself…
Not to take responsibility for her.
We are here to help a woman learn to choose…
Not to keep her from making difficult choices.
We are here to provide support for a change.
-Anonymous

RH Staff at
the Capitol
On February 23rd, 6 Russell House staff members joined
with other advocates from around the state at the Capitol in
Jefferson City as part of Advocacy Days.

Mission Statement Phelps County Family Crisis Services, Inc./Russell House is a non-profit organization that provides services to
victims of family violence and their children. We support the principle that all individuals have a right to a life free of abuse and sexual
assault. We seek to break the cycle of violence through increasing public awareness of the problem of domestic violence and sexual
assault, acting as advocates for victims, coordinating existing resources for the benefit of survivors and providing safe environment for
survivors.

R u sse l l H o u s e C on t ri b u t i on Fo rm
Whether you choose to contribute one time, or each month, your monies are tax deductible. A contribution of $100
or more qualifies as a Missouri tax credit of 50% of your donation.
You can also donate online at www.russellhouse.info.
All donations are much appreciated and your contribution makes a difference in the lives of those escaping
violence. Thank you for your support.
Please mail to PO Box 2259, Rolla, MO 65402
Checks can be made payable to Russell House
Enclosed is my tax-deductible contribution to Russell House in the amount of: $_____________

Name ___________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip______________________________________________________________
Phone____________________________________________________________________
Email_____________________________________________________________________

Online Newsletter If you would like to receive your newsletter electronically, please email Randi Turntine at rturntine@pcfcs.org
Door To Safety

Phelps County Family Crisis Services, Inc.
Russell House
PO Box 2259
Rolla, MO 65402

